Bonfiglioli supports girls around the world is important to them, and providing them with education is the best way to do that. Through initiatives such as the CheerFutureRoseLand project in India and the St. Mary’s foundation in South Africa, Bonfiglioli is doing its best to help provide young girls with access to the educations they deserve. To learn more about Bonfiglioli go to: www.bonfiglioli.com

Dos Santos International has started up the second DSI GPS (Gently Pressed Sandwich) high angle conveyor for the Paris Tunneling Project. DSI was awarded a contract to provide two vertical DSI GPS systems for H+E Logistik. The DSI GPS will elevate the tunnel much at a design rate of 800 t/h and at a 90° angle. To read more about this project go to: DSI Gets the Muck out of the Tunnel www.dossantosinti.com

Introducing ASGCO’s newest innovation Lift-Bed Diverter Plow™, designed to allow more discharge points along the load carrying side of the conveyor belt, releasing material on either side at pre-designated locations. For more information: https://www.asgco.com https://youtu.be/dfeNyrfJF24

Hytrol Conveyor Companies Boyce Bonham, Chief Engineer, was a part of a team that was awarded Patent 10,081,492 B1 Zoned Accumulation Conveyor with Electrical Actuator and Associated Method. Congratulations! www.hytrol.com

Superior Industries, Inc. hires industry veteran Brad Hrbek back with Superior. Hrbek, who will celebrate a quarter-century of service to our industry next year, is Superiors new equipment territory sales manager! www.superior-ind.com